
a place on the island, the biggest lake island in the continent. For lunch I prepared some food Myrthe and I ate by a canal with a nice sun. In the afternoon I felt tired having went to sleep again
after waking up, so with Myrthe we went to my park where I felt asleep using her little body as a pillow. I then got back to write my thesis and late in the afternoon we drove with her father to
Breda. I really did not like the drive nor did not look forward to hung out with him too much. Somehow I have a returning feeling that I am all set to go live back in my natural environment or at
least in an environment giving me some sort of virtues, like mountains rather than a concentration of bourgeoisie flat comfort. 

A nice day in which I was a bit cranky to begin with, going with Myrthe's father and her girlfriend to Gent in Belgium. It took me some time before I got to be an enjoyable fellow. In the first
place we were visiting a contemporary art museum and later went into the city. It was a bit trashy to begin with but slowly I understood it's beauty, particularly after some food and some walking.
I did not really like too much the going to antique shops like Myrthe's father like but I did manage to adjust and finally appreciate that life style, also talking to him about sharing a passion... his
passion antiques and my passion maybe more landscapes. We ate very good Belgian waffles and ice cream and at last pizza before driving back to Breda, where we are now with Elli, Myrthe's
mother.

A nice day waking up next to sweet Myrthe in the quiet neighborhood of Breda. When taking a bath I felt a shock in my back; it has not doing so well in the last weeks with all the seating. After
breakfast in which I tried to be very nice and cheerful with Myrthe's mother, we drove to her grandmother, an old lady of ninety years of age leaving in a little neighborhood in the country. I was
also very nice to then and walked around her little house where she even had an atelier. We then drove to the nice forest where I went with August last year to celebrate the other grandmother. It
was nice to see the three women next to one another, one that is thirty, the other sixty and the last ninety. There was also a little sun and on our way back Myrthe and I went to Breda city center.
She had to work and I took a little walk around the nice architecture yet filled with events such as a bike race for teenagers and a music and beer festival. I look forward now to see landscapes... I
really seek for it, to purify me, I guess although I will miss little Myrthe.

The day was cold and cloudy in Utrecht and Myrthe most sweet, telling me how much she loves me and feeling afraid that I will come to love my land more. I actually woke up way to early but
manage a thorough update and later had some time to work on my thesis. After a shower and a salad I went straight to the airport, rather smoothly actually. It was in Eindhoven this time and I
didn't mind to go back the route I used to take when the cheap flights to Sweden where still available. The flight to Italy was okay, a bit too tight but short. On the plane I asked a guy some
directions and he offered me a ride on his super expensive dad's car. I was a bit uncertain and worry from the beginning but his dad turned to be quite an expert of the area where I wanted to
invest. He told me to go heavily down with the price, at least 50%. In Brescia I took a walk around the super multi-cultural station, quite another world from the super safe Northern Europe but
the sun was amazing and very warm, a fantastic climate tendering the spirit. I am now on the little train hitting the Iseo lake and should be soon there, on time perhaps to walk up to one of my
potential terrains.

A solar day, waking up next to the Iseo Lake, updating my project while waiting for the sun to come out from the mountains then talking to the land owner, a divorced woman with a lonely son
like mine. I later took the ferry to Monte Isola where I met a young agent who took me around with his scouter to see properties, I was literally super afraid as he was really bending on each
curve. He was also too fast in going over fences and down valleys. I could barely catch up with him in fact. The area was nice and sunny but I think too many houses around it although there was
also a possibility to buy a land to construct. Later I took the ferry back and was quite a while in the nice city of Sulzano where I ate some grapes bought at the market as well as buying some
cheap local cheese. I also there talked to some agents and got a map to later walk a good deal along an ancient old road called Valeriana, finding amazing places and small towns almost
connecting to where I am looking for my property. The fact is that however it was difficult at last to keep up with the road and I ended up in a private property where a nice dog jumped on me
being quite sweet in the end. Up in the property I gave a through look in the steep bushes now daring more then yesterday night, when I met a nice veterinar with allot of sweet animals who gave
a ride down. I also took a look at the terrain above which he suggested to me. It was much nicer and the sound of the traffic far more dimmed. At a certain point the agent of the first place arrived
and we had a nice talk. Things are not all too impossible, like I can subscribe to the farmers association and get some sort of privileges. I like the idea that I could build my cathedral there but it
might never be realizable because of all these contemporary prohibitions (maybe an augmented reality app will do it?). It was nice however to go up and meet the family owning the land on top.
There was an old couple speaking the local dialect I could not understand (a problem in the long run?). A younger guy instead gave a good tip telling me that the four sisters owning the entire
property, could not decide how to split it. The guy, Paolo like my uncle, was quite cool and he finally gave me a ride down to Marasino, where I am now writing with a nice lake view. 

An amazing day, waking up decently late in the morning after yesterday being walk and then walking directly to the agency. I did say hi to the nice landowner Sandra, ate almost half of her apple
cake prior walking along the trafficked road on the coast to reach the town of Sulzano where the agent of the terrain above Sale Marasino was waiting for me. The guy was rather an idiot telling
me even not to even dare to bid below the price so I did not paid any attention to him and just went to the ferry to check for the last time the terrain in Monte Isola. My backpack was heavy but I
did walk more than half an hour on the same road I took with Myrthe, Jacek and Brett this winter, when I first discovered the beauty of the island making me dreaming and inspiring the whole of
my project, ma temple. When I was lost on a dead road, an older and skinny man came almost from no where, walking as one of the figures of an old movie. We immediately got along, his name
was in the local dialect Frangietta. His wife, mother-in-law and daughter where all out sewing nets that I later understood to be used for catching birds, not fishes. They were nice. I left my heavy
bag there and Freangietta took me to check the land around his property, the one I was looking at yesterday. He was no at all positive about it nor was I being it too closed to other houses. At a
certain point he just told me to get on his old vespa and there we went, me holding my strong hands on his skinny body and riding up the hill on ancient small roads. He took me almost up to the
sanctuary and there it was, in the middle of a super well maintained old forest his sanctuary, a house he had being constructing like a great outsider, using local rocks, a master piece. He then
showed me some other terrains, all for sale apparently, all high up how I would wish my temple, my life indicator, my zen, to be. He took me to a property,,, all with cabins "for tools" where in
reality people sleep... I am now in love, this, at the end of the trip is where I lastly want to settle and deposit my Archive, right below the Sanctuary in Feppo, above Cure. The ride down was
most happy and his fantastic wife invited me to stay for dinner. I told them everything about Sweden, they though me intelligent, I was happy and they got me home made tomatoes with wine
and coffee which I took to be among them. They had all hears to listen to me and me to them. There was no work for them on the island and I felt even closer to these people who really adopted
me. Frangietta even took me to a rich man with a restaurant on the lake side, Borto, an old man who grew up in Trentino, with one of these properties. He was too talkative and his daughter was
not really sure about selling although she goes there once a year. I then left, Frangietta took me to the boat that was leaving and then I spoke to a German couple before going to Brescia and meet
Antonella, a chocolate artist from the South with allot of genius. Now I am waiting for my plane after this fantastic day, maybe decisive and so providential in giving me a future direction. I miss
the island already...

Today I had to readjust to the big shift; back from arcadia into a gray, cold and rainy weather. I arrived at three in the morning yesterday at home after buses and trains and even walking in the
night. This morning I was hungry and ate lunch for breakfast but felt obliged to also give Riccardo some food after I got so well treated back in the Italian island. Bad news from there though, no
land for sale anymore and now the only hope is to get it from old Borto who actually looks quite like me. I should go back there soon I think but the weeks ahead are very busy and booked with
August and Myrthe already. I will possibly fly there again in November and for now concentrate allot on my thesis although Gary Wolf contacted me again for the San Francisco exhibit. I was
not so productive however today also getting now allot of messages from Valentina, Frangietta's daughter who even sent me pictures of her for a calender... really something I didn't want to get
into. Anyhow, I was at the university and also Roman was there with the whole family, leaving me little opportunity to concentrate. At last I went to the gym for a light training since my back is
still not super good with all the heavy load on my backpack these days and also my legs with all the walking up and down the fields. Now I am heading home where I will do grocery and bath,
getting back to routines while tomorrow it is August. 

The day has been very gray and quite in contrast with my days in the solar alps. I woke up too early and updated my project to then talk a bit with Richi and then sew a stripe of fabric on my
smart phone holder not to loose my cards. Later I went to school and I felt to tired to write anything but kept fantasizing about my land, now opting more and more for my initial choice on the
steep mountain on the coast, where I can at least spend many years making it flat by hand. For lunch I met Floor, the Dutch girl who doesn't seem to go alone with Swedish academia... too
scholastic also in her opinion. I also met Francesco, the Italian doctorate student who was totally fascinated about my proposal to buy the land and begin a cultural center there. I then figured that
people, particularly with their mental recession, need examples like mine. I really felt shit to seat in the commuter with the gray and rainy weather out and pick up August but he was super fun
and we got some good deal of playing in a playground in town where he showed me all his karate movements with the boots I got him last year (now he wears a 39!). On the way home we both
slept nicely and smoothly. Now we ate good food, I will draw and Myrthe will call for a little chat... all united.

A nice sunny day, maybe only too windy. Anyhow, I woke up very early and also got up August at a certain point to take the commuter to the hippie town of Järna. August was a bit tired from
the beginning but got quite excited and energetic as the day went by, first stopping for some bread at the miller and then going to the antroposophic center, fighting with sticks and running in the
forest. All my sourness and back pains went away in no time... I was free and happy, even though keeping up reasoning about my land, whether I want a smaller one in the island or a bigger one
outside. One thing is now clear to me now... I want the view and the elevation. Sweden and the Netherlands won't do in this respect, there I can just prepare myself. Walking around with August
we saw allot of different animals like a poisoning and very fast snake as well as all the farm animals that August fed with allot of love giving them the leaves of branches (I should also have some
sheep in my property). On our way back, August got his feet in a pond and I had to do the old trick of putting of wrapping his foot in tissue and a plastic bag, like a soldier. It was fun to bike back
against the wind and much full of energy, joking with each other like two old friends and finally looking at all the little events in the hippie town, with graffiti competitions and hip hop singing.
Now we are back and August is bathing and the sun setting. 

Another sunny day although I woke up before dusk and started thinking about my land at the magical lake, my pond with its road like the railway was for Thoreau. I thought that I should go for
the big land and eventually build the temple in the forest although when I woke up and got ready for breakfast I felt another shock in my back. How will I manage with my back in such tough
conditions? My willing is strong, perhaps is only society the break to nobility but anyhow, I like the idea of just working out the premises. August was nice today again, being almost like my
buddy, drinking bubble tea and eventually also making it fall by mistake, then playing his virtual world while I was updating mine and later off we went to town with his lips inflamed because of
some spaghetti with red pepper. We actually stopped in the south part and played at a nice playground, running after each other and throwing sticks before having a great ice cream at the place
where Jacek took us some weeks ago. We then went up to the ridge of the island and walked through a small forest on the Zinkesdam small mountain. August felt happy and very adventurous
and I was very proud of him. Perhaps this possibility of a place back in the alps makes me much stronger within. Later I left August at his mother in Hornstul and even crossed Stina who lives
there. On the way home I had no computer and just slept.

The day started way too early but nonetheless I got to work, updated my project and alter even went to the university. At first I did some light training to stretch my back and later got back to my
office to make a series of important phone calls in which I solved the dilemma about the land in Italy; the girl in the island did not want to sell it and I opted to make a first offer for the land on
the coast. After smoothly taking care of all this I could hardly work on my thesis. At noon I went out to sleep on a rock in the sun and later I chatted a bit with Francesco, still about the land. At
last I went home for a nap and was write prolific in my writings towards the evening, also managing to keep up the curating of the San Francisco exhibit. My dad also got in contact with me and
was most skeptical about my land until he saw the picture I took from it... the alpine landscape runs in our blood and shut our mouths. Now alone, cooking a bit I guess...

What a day, waking up decently early, updating my project, writing on my thesis and then at last setting out to the university with a glorious sun. I was supposed to meet Francesco's wife,
Eleonora, for a massage but she was late and I got a hold of a guy selling the same vehicle with which I came to Sweden, a two seats with a big trunk where I can sleep. It was clean and with
little mileage so I went there. The guy was nice and honest although very rich and willing to move down to Spain, a bit like me now reconnecting with Italy. I then bought it, it was no much
money and I felt good at last being autonomous, driving and not having to be in the metro filled with immigrants and simply too crowded. Back to the university I finally got my massage and
Eleonora detected an infection in my upper right back. Now I am instead on my way to karate and feel good about making my investments, carefully but all with the focus of my terrain. The car
will be in fact essential to build my shelter... a medium then!

An okay day, waking up way too early once more even though karate yesterday night really gave me a full work out. It was nice getting back to physical contact and coordination and I certainly
impressed the black belts with at least my tai-chi base which I have now practiced almost every day for years. In the morning Richi was also home from London; he didn't like it there and found
absurd to have to pay so much for such a shity place so now all his ambitions of moving to the big cities is sort of diminished. Well, I already had my dose of traveling and see how the world
looks like, so for now I look into my land but also, occasionally, into keeping up sharing my work internationally. Beside for writing today, despite the pain in my upper back, I also listed down
all the artists and their requirements. I later went we my new old car to put some gasoline and also found a nearby mechanic, an Arab that maybe I shouldn't really trust as he used very old and
cheap equipment. It was only thirty minutes to drive to August, very fast indeed but I had to wait since he was at the nearby lake with his class. I also managed to unlock the car radio as the guy
who sold it to me did not have the code and now I am home with little August and his South American German friend Johnathan waiting for karate to start.

An intense day since I woke up at four in the morning to walk to the train station on the opposite side of the harbour to catch my train. I did not feel so very good about it but some walking and
the dry air and the sun rise brought me some energy. On the train that I used to take every week to go to Gothenburg, on the other side of Sweden to teach, I was quite prolific updating my
project and keeping up the work on my thesis, now focusing on the most tragic characters going to the mountains with their tebahs to die. I also managed a little sleep before getting off in this
more Western city and walk up to the Hasselblad foundation to talk to Louise, the curator who wants to exhibit my work. She was not a Swed, a Dane as a matter of fact and thus more open to
approach characters like me, not to conventional to pick. We had a nice conversation and I certainly left an impact. I was clear with her and had a nice time looking with her at an exhibition of an
outsider photographer from Chicago as well as some photographs explaining who the Hasselblads were (the first picture on the moon was taken with an Hasselblad). Later I was tired but anyway
managed to go to the nearby public library, eat a sandwich after all the walking and keep up writing on my thesis. At last I was too tired and went out to sleep in a nice October sun. Now I am
back in the library and shortly Myrthe should land and we should sleep over at her friend Renate. Well, Myrthe today got a permanent contract so no way she will reconsider moving from
Utrecht.

A nice awakening with Myrthe on my side and the sun rising in Renate's room. I had to wait a good whole hour before the latter was gone to work and Myrthe and I could finally kiss and make
love. It was pleasant then to indulge a little longer in bed to later go down to a nice and sunny park to do some tai-chi and finally to the public library and start working. I updated my project and
then started writing on my thesis that it was almost noon. We then ate in the library café and later went to see the space where I will have my exhibit in two years. After measuring with my steps
where I could locate my twelve years photo wall, we sat to watch a documentary about Vivian Maier... how amazing to find her a real tebahist, working as a nanny and collecting all sort of
beautiful imagery and other media from her lonely reality. As we went back to work in the library I immediately included her in my thesis as one of the most meaningful example of tebahism,
unfortunately now too dispersed by the lowstream and curated by the mainstream. In the late afternoon Myrthe and I went for a little walk in little Gothenburg, with now a rather gray sky and at
last we are now at a pub and I am waiting for them to finish their beer... feeling a bit restless but quite happy about all my work. 

A nice day, waking up in Renate's apartment with Myrthe on my side. I certainly do not like the girl reminding me of one of these aristocratic ladies from a Stendhal novel, unsure of the love and
in a very artificial society. I do not want to be part of this society and I feel the Netherlands is a bit that... an aristocracy. With this in mind, after breakfast I left the girls go out to shop and I took
on a long walk starting from behind Renate's neighborhood and going up and down several hills. The more I went, the more these hills got nice and the beauty was really an architecture on top of
each one of them. The nicest was an observatorium where I ate some nuts and a carrot I bought at a supermarket. It was quite inspiring for me to be there and understand how I should go about
with the construction of my Virtual temple in Italy, now a slave country of the northern aristocracies. On the way back it was nice in the old city of Haga with all the people doing weekend
shopping but I got very angry at Renate who did not want to meet right away since they were going to other shops. I then kicked a metal bin quite hard and quite pist went back to the public
library to write. Here I am now, ignoring these frivolous girls and just thinking of my land, of what I will be able to construct there. I did my offer to them and they don't seem to like it. For me is
only a question of numbers... 18.000 square meters for 36.000 euros but I realize that it can do with 360.000 Swedish crowns if they want more... this to escape les fleurs du mal deriving from a
prospect of a bourgeoisie life.

A nice day, waking up with sweet Myrthe on my side after a nice evening with an old student of mine spent at some sort of an experimental music festival with some nice intelligent people. The
sky was blue again today and I manage an early update before having breakfast with Myrthe and Renate. At last the latter went for a laundry and Myrthe and I had finally some time of our own.
We walked to the city center that all the shops were closed and at last ended up in the beautiful Haga. There we walked up to one of the fortresses I visited yesterday and we were really in love
kissing with the sun warming up our faces. Later we walked down to the city again to find a present for Renate who again quite much pisst me off as she did not want to come down to meet us.
At last we ended up going back to Haga to have a cheap brunch but Renate came and I really did not know what to talk about with her. At last we walked all the way back to Renate's apartment
and we took our luggage before walking to the train station, alone this time, kind of sort of pisst me off with her teenager/princess attitude. Now I am on the train back to Södertälje. Two girls are




